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Tadley, McKnight sweep
elections with 70% of vote
Frank Tadley and Joseph McKnight were electedpresident and
vice-president of ASG yesterday
with nearly 70 percent of the total vote.
Final returns gave Tadley- McKnight 574 votes to the Stephen
McConnell• James Murphy ticket's
240. Slightly more than 48 percent
of Allegheny students voted.
Talley attributed his victory
to the effectiveness of his campaign and the students° desire for
"more of a voice" in their affairs.
Tadley's campaign managers,
former presidential candidate
Richard Heineman and Dale Radcliffe said that "getting people
to know" Tadley and McKnight
and their candidates' pledge to
"bring everybody together" were
the keys to their success.
Heineman and Radcliffe organized a 25-man campaign staff
Tuesday night. They conducted a
24-hour campaign blitz to acquaint students with the candi-

dates and bring out the vote.
Tadley and McKnight each made
eight campaign appearances Wednesday night in dormitories, fraternities; and dining halls.
Posters and leaflets were
passed out all over campus.
Reached after he was informed
of his victory last night, Tadley
said that he was unable to "make
any announcements or promises." He plans to meet with
McKnight and begin recruiting
students to serve in cabinet positions.
One Tadley backer said "I
think he can unify the student body
and make this campus a much better and healthier educational, social, and aware community."
"Two days ago, we were behind," he said, "It took a concentrated effort on the part of
a great number of dedicated students to influence voters and reverse this trend,"
"The turning point of the election was the Tuesday night

Chapel forum after which abroadbased coalition formed which
worked hard toward Frank Tadley's and Joseph McKnight's election," he said.
Heineman and Radcliffe thanked
the student body for "listening to
the candidates and making their
'decision on something other than
a superficial basis."
"We think that the dorm meetings were very effective and
proved Frank and Joseph's desire to be responsive to the students," they said, "they have
pledged to conduct more informal
sessions during their administration in order to be truly responsive to students* desires."

FRANk TADLEY .

ELECTION RESULTS
574
Tadley—McKnight
McConnell—Murphy 240

N.Y.Times reporter
speaks on press, Vietnam
Award-winning New York
Times reporter Neil Sheehan will
speak on the role of the American press in covering the war
in Indochina Tuesday night. He
was selected as the Campus°
Ida M. Tarbell lecturer for its
dinner Tuesday night at the David Mead Inn.
Sheehan, who currently specializes in national security affairs as a member of the Times'
Washington bureau, won the Louis

M. Lynons Memorial Award for
Conscience and Integrity in Journalism in 1964 (with two Associated Press writers) and the Silver Medals Award of the Poor
Richard Club of Philadelphia for
his Vietnam reporting. He also
received the Overseas Press Club
Certificate of Appreciation,
He was a Times reporter in
Vietnam from 1965 to 1967. Previously, he had been Vietnam
bureau chief for United Press
International for two years.
Sheehan's well publicized re-

view of Mark Lane's "Conversations with Americans" for the
Sunday's Times' Book Review exposed major inaccuracies in the
book which claimed to have documented American atrocities in
Vietnam.
A 1958 graduate of Harvard
College, the 34-year-old Sheehan will publish a book, "The
Arnheiter Affair," in April.
Preceding the Tarbell lecture,
named for the distinguished Allegheny alumna who authored
"The History of the Standard Oil
Company" and a biography of
Abraham Lincoln, the new editor-in-chief and managing editor
will be introduced. They will assume office next term.

JOSEPH McKNIGHT

Black middle class
ignored, Kelsey says

NEIL SHEEHAN

Most discussions of the civil
rights movement ignore the existence of a large black middle
class, a black author and intellectual charged Monday. But
Dr. George Kelsey also told a
chapel audience Monday night that
for middle-class black andghetto
black alike, economic advancement is no guarantee of freedom
from racial discrimination.
Kelsey, professor of religion
in the graduate school of Drew
University, said that, despite discrimination, many blacks have
achieved educational and economic advancement, and now compose
a largely ignored black middle
class.
"The expansion of the Negro
middle class is not within the
perception of most white Americans," Kelsey said. "The large

black middle class has remained
largely invisible. America is the
world's largest banquet table, and
even if some men receive only
the crumbs from that table, they
are bound to grow fat. The Negro did make progress from 1876
to 1940, even though he was forced
to do so in a bleak and hostile
environment."
Kelsey insisted that "progress
for the Negro is not progress in
race relations. While the Negro
improved his state from Reconstruction to 1940, it can be effectively argued that there was a
deterioration of race relations
during that time."
Despite the existence of alarge
black middle class, Kelsey said,
many blacks must endure not only
"a caste status" but great poverty
as well.
"There are two black commun-

sties moving in opposite directions in America," he said. "The
Negro middle class has been
making progress, while blacks in
the ghetto are victims of a new
poverty," Neither group is free
from racism, though, he added.
Discrimination against blacks
has nothing to do with their educational or economic position,
Kelsey said. Rather, "the cause
is an unqualified racist idolatry,
which allows whites to tell themselves that a black man's very
being is corrupt anddepraved, that
he is sub-human. This racist
idolatry came from the matrix
of colonialism and slavery. After
enslaving people of color, the
white man had to justify his actions."
Kelsey went to pains to distin-

See KELSEY, p. 8
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The Time line

The feeling of failing

In its current issue, Time declares "The Revolution" dead. In a
special section entitled, "The Cooling of America," the magazine offers a facile analysis that sees such "phenomena" as ex-acid rock fans
grooving on the "soft sounds" of James Taylor and Neil Young as
proof that student political activism is dead. "PolarizatiOn" between
Middle America and freakdom — so much the relevant issue a year ago, even for Time — is no more, according to Time, and students are
hitting the books, not the protest march.
Time's story will come as a surprise to people who thought the civil rights movement and the protest against the (still too current) Vietnam war promised something for the future, and that the "participatory democracy" demonstrated in the 1968 primaries would mean
an end to the "old politics." Hopefully, they will not be intimidated
by Time's premature and smug obituary.
The real question raised by the article is whether Time would
have written it if it weren't "true." Time's lifeblood is change: if in
one issue "God is Dead" theology is on the rise, it is a sure bet that a
year later a remarkable return to fundamentalism will be noted in
the same magazine. There is a question whether Time is so sensitive
to the subtle changes in America that it hears itself thinking; last Tall
Time played up the supposed swing to the right among liberal candidates, and then, after the election, debunked the very theory it had
introduced. If President Nixon appointed Arthur Godfrey Secretary
of State, Time (and, to be fair, the New York Times Magazine and
Newsweek and others as well) would sooner or later run a story documenting how the ukulele-Strumming detergent huckster had "matured" in the job for which he was only a few months ago so incompetent.
Time is put together on the theory that current history, if not
cyclic, is subject to a universal Law of Reverses. The Chinese name
their years after animals, but for Time and its readers, each year is to
be named for its characteristic — and temporary, definitely temporary — "American mood." This year, polarization, next year reconciliation, this year Swing to the Left, next year Swing to the Right. It
sells magazines, and worse, it creates in its readers (who are, after
all, the subjects of its stories) a false and superficial attitude towards
serious social and political change. Everything is news, therefore everything will soon be yeaterday's news, and so worthless. Politics —
a serious business — is, along with social change and intellectual
movements, reduced to mere mass entertainment, a continuing story.

By MICHAEL McGOUGH

Telling people about themselves is a
safe undertaking only if you manage to
be sufficiently obscure to make it impossible for them to test the truth of your
analysis one way or the other — this, I
suppose, is the charm and protection of
fortune-tellers and those computers in airports and bus terminals that "analyse"
your handwriting. Knowing this, I still
begin today by telling everyone who is
reading this that you have made, or are
on the verge of making, a despicable
concession to reality, one that destroys
your dreams and condemns you to an existence that, before "selling out," you would
have regarded as grossly inadequate. But
let me be fair. This milestone compromise (that many of us happen to make
while in college) is necessary, absolutely
necessary, if we are to stay sane. And
do not allow me to be mysterious. The
"selling out" of which I accuse you all
is called (usually) "growing up."
From this gross (but, trust me, infallible)
generalization, let me go to a specific, a
person, in fact, a friend, whose plight
is the real subject of this column. He
is a college student and (despite that?)
one of the more intelligent people I know.
He possesses an authentic sense of balance,
and his instincts are at least as humanitarian as the average living room liberal's. For
all that, he has a problem which has more
or less surfaced since he has been at college.
It is not the cliche identity crisis, or the
ritual disillusionment at finding out that
God is dead, Daddy is a pig, and America
is not the land of the free. His problem
(such as it is) is that he fears he might be

failing.

C.U. success
The College Union's successful Steve Miller Band concert last
weekend left hope for better things to come entertainment-wise at
Allegheny. The size and enthusiasm of the audience means more
concerts this spring, and may mean a new "era" of better musical
groups being brought to campus.
The audience of about 1750, large by Allegheny standards, paid
$700 over the amount needed for at least one more concert in the
spring. Increased advertising, which succeeded for the Miller concert,
and an end to sound system difficulties will be essential if Allegheny
is to continue to draw sizable numbers of people from Pittsburgh, Erie, Cleveland and western New York.
With the probability of the Grateful Dead in April, and the good
chance for another big-name group third term, it appears that 1971
could be the best year in a long time for Allegheny entertainment.
Living in Meadville isn't easy for many students. The College Union
is to be commended for doing a fine job to make life here better.
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No, not failing his courses, but failing
in an ultimate sense. G After being told, like
so many of us, that he had "great potential," he is troubled by the fear that "nothing is happening" for him, despite academic and social success. He also feels
defeated by routine (though he also feels
a complicity in that defeat). The only
quasi-tangible evidence of this fear is his
failure to decide "what he wants to be"
in life.
Why, as he approaches the "prime" of
his life, does this intelligent young man suddenly find himself prey to such a malaise?
Why, when so many of his contemporaries
(some infinitely duller) stake out territory in
law offices, board rooms, and suburban hospitals, does he not know what he wants to "be"?
My friend's real problem is that he insists on holding life to the original terms
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Arturo Quigley

of its agreement with him. When he was
much younger, he had every reason to expect an intelligent childhood (it is not true
that I know only precocious people) to
launch him into an intelligent life, in which
he would have the freedom to think, feel,
act, and really fulfill his "potential."
Perhaps because he was an intelligent
child, he did not have to undergo the conducive-to-amnesia metamorphosis most of
us face when we "wise up" and mature.
So when he got to college (I understand)
my friend, in a sense, had access to his own
past and was not as succeptible as most of
us to the totally ridiculous assumption
that today is any better a day than yesterday, that the present is prima facie
to be preferred to the past.
That closeness- to the promises of the
past for the future is, I think, responsible
for my friend's insistence on judging himself by standards that most of us wisely
discard when we realize that growing up
means asking less from ourselves. Of
the children in his "pretty how town,"
E. E. Cummings wrote, "down they forgot as up they grew." My friend has a
long way down to go before doing what
most of us do, accepting a limit to his
goals and laughing off past aspirations.
Not only in his ambitions but in his
loyalties and principles, my friend rejects the commonly accepted law that
time makes yesterday's outrages acceptable. We are all used to hearing that
an old acquaintance has died in Vietnam, gone crazy on drugs, or suffered
a clumsy illegal abortion, but we let time
be an excuse for being less moved. He
doesn't — and that is a fatal, if compassionate, looking-backward.
But for him — and others too mature
to "grow up" — there may be a temptation
amidst the let-down, to settle for nothing
rather than less, and allow the present to
get away with refusing to tie the loose
ends of the past. His feeling of failing
is not rare, but it does not allow sweet
despair, only a realistic cutting back on
ambition and the decision to sign your
possibilities away — forever. This is the
"sell-out," the grand concession, which we
all make when we decide to be something
or other in life. In one sense, it is true
that my friend's indecision represents a
kind of Peter Pan syndrome, but it is also
an admirable stance (if an impossible one).
And though we must all make the concession to survive, we are — perhaps too
much — diminished by it.

Next week: Disavowing any knowledge
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Sincere apology
from Richards

Government vs. liberty
By MICHAEL MIZE

To the Editor:
To the academic community of
Allegheny College I hereby submit
my most sincere apology. I extend this open apology to the community as a whole, and to any individual that has been personally
offended by the campaign platform
that was presented under my name.
First, I must say that no coercion was applied by anyone to extract this apology. I am doing it
of my own free will because, in
retrospect, I can see that the presented platform is in poor taste.
Second, I would like to take this
opportunity to extend a note of
thanks to those individuals who have
called my attention to the solecism
on my part. To these same people
I wish to extend an earnest pledge
that it shall never happen again.
I am in agreement that the use
of obscenities in printed work is
intolerable. Upon the re-evaluation of the work printed I must say
that the obscenity used was out of
place. I also feel that the prolific
use of name calling was not only
out of place but was something less
than rhetorically mediocre. To this
end I must extend an ardent apology
to the entire academic community.
However, I must also state that
the meaning of the work has been
misunderstood by the same community. Granted most, if not all,
of the platform points are of an

idealist nature. But I would also
like to add that these are points
that concern most of the academic communities in this as well as
most free countries throughout the
world. These points, in my mind,
were to have been presented in a
thought provoking manner. However, this intent was apparently
lost in its writing. It was not intended that these aims could be
instituted here or that our present society can accept this kind
of intrusion. It was merely a list
of fifteen items that are on the
minds of many brilliant men of
our country and it was felt, they
should be presented to the students
of Allegheny College.
In conclusion it must be stated
that the rhetoric used was in extremely poor taste. For this I believe that I have the overwhelming
agreement of this community and
that an apology is necessary. However, for the presentation of a series of current controversial questions, I cannot submit an apology
without being hypocritical. I personally hope that this apology will
be accepted for what it is, an apology for the distastefull use of
street rhetroic. I hope it will be
accepted in the sincerity in which
it is given.
Bruce Evan Richards
Feb, 18, 1971

Americans and war:
a French view
To the Editor:
President Nixon just declared
that the US should maintain an
"adequate" armed force in our
time of "peace". "Who wants
peace should wage war"; the
saying is not new. However, Mr.
Nixon goes one step further, saying that the US never has started
any war, anywhere. One may conclude that the US only tries to
defend itself, and keeps the balance of powers in the world, the
way it was set some 25 years
ago. I also used to think this
country was fizhting for democracy andliberty. It is strange,
but somehow the hearts of the
America.ns do not seem to vibrate so much as they used to,
a few years ago, at the simple
sound of these two magic words.
Or, is it that the people I live
with this year -- the Allegheny
College crowd -- are more skeptical than those I met during my
first stay in the US, four years
ago? As I always am trying to
knock prototypes down (all the
preconceived and groundless ideas everyone has about all the
French), I am glad to see that
some Americans tend to drift
away from the legendary naivete
that many foreigners consider as
the essential characteristic of the
American prototype, However,
this is just a personal feeling.
I wish a more objective comparison, based on a larger number
of people, coming from a widely
diversified background, could be
made. What do you feel about it?
Going back to the present invasion of Laos, I must say that
I was kind of surprised to see
so little a reaction (or may I
say no reaction?) from the same
students who were so eager to
do something against Cambodia
last year. Of course, I do not
know myself what could be done,

and far from me the idea of telling
you what should be done. However,
the psychological reasons put
forth by many people around (a
widespread discouragement, the
general feeling we do not have
the power to do anything efficient) do not seem to be quite
sufficient. Is everyone too tired
of this war to really care who
the winner is, as long as people
are not killed by the thousand
in Vietnam anymore? I guess the
idea of a Dien Bien Phu had also
been accepted by the French long
before anyone knew this village
would be the site of our ultimate
battle in Indochina.

See LETTER, p 4

Political activism in college
communites has received much
attention in the last few years.
The focus of that attention has
been on the activities andphiosophies of those groups. which can
be loosely arranged under the
heading of "New Left". Recently
there has been growing disillusionment with this brand of liberal politics, with politics in general, Whereas two years ago it
was fashionable to express a deep
commitment in concern for the
future of the American political
system, the trend has now becOme one of individual or group
action outside the recognized governmental channels. These people, for the most part, seem to
be content with allowing the basic
governmental structure to remain
unchanged. (We all have differing
opinions as to the inividual bodies
which should be assuming titles
and positions, but very few of
us are able to provide rational
alternatives to the structure itself,) There are those who hope
the system will naturally evolve
into something else, or maybe,
with a little lubk and a little
firepower, the monster will be
slain.

its end in political reformation,
per se. It also deals extensively
in economic issues, A total return to laissez-faire economics
would be absolutely essential to
any overall liberation takeover.
It is felt by people who advocate
this type of economic regression
that this is the only answer to
the pollution problem. If the government were to sell all its public land (Le. rivers lakes and
parks) to private owners there
would be greater concern over the
terrestial contamination which

Emphasis on economics

This philosophy does not have
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Unanswered questions

This far right movement sounds
very appealing at first glance,
but closer analysis reveals a
number of unanswered questions.
The libertarians see taxes as
out-and-out theft on the part of
the government. They would eliminate taxes on thegrounds that
personal freedom would provide
all persons with the opportunity
to do anything they desired. Those
who had the ability and the drive
to better themselves, to obtain
wealth and property would do so.
The rest of the people would have
by-passed their opportunity and
would have to suffer the consequences. This attitude makes no
provision for those who are denied equal aducation, those who
have retired and those in dire
need of medical attention, not to
mention the fate of education itself.
Child labor?

New Right emerges

Then, there are those who are
adamant in their belief that
something can and must be done
about government, about its power
and its ever-increasing intervention into the private lives of its
individual citizens. The "New
Right" and "The Libertarians"
are among the labels which have
been placed in these radical conservatives. Politically, they are
closest to the old-guard Republicans. They want a handcuffed,
miniature version of our present
federal government. But this is
where the similarity ends. Philosophically they are most nearly
related to Spinoza and Emerson.
They contend that personal freedom is the only justifiable basis
for any government. They further
express the view that government,
as we now know it, has as its
sole purpose, the subjugation of
personal freedom. Government,
as the libertarians see it, should
enter into people's lives only
when the forcesconfronting an individual threaten his very existence. For example, murder.

lution. Given a few years and
a little more disillusionment,
o ve
chowever
eincreasing
question may become on e of
concern
to the powers that be,

plagues this country. We all know
the people are much more prone
to caring for their personal property than the property of others.
These same libertarians are
also the most outspoken advocates
of ending the draft. They feel that
the draft is a form of involuntary servitude which is wholly
contradictory to the idea of personal liberty expressed in such
anachronistic documents as the
"Declaration of Independence".
This whole concept may appear
a bit trite on the outside, but
the fact remains that this "new"
",apolitical" force is actively
seeking solutions to this problem,
The libertarian movement has
run into some problems of its
own. These problems have arisen
over the methods to be employed
in obtaining their goals. Their
choices are the same choices
which face the "New Left". Can
the changes be m ade by working
through the present system or is
violence the only viable method?
The question is academic at, this
point in time as the libertarian
movement has not yet gained the
sipport which w'yald be required
for a full scale libertarian revo-

The libertarian belief that government has no place in business
and industry poses several new
problems. With no governmental
influence, what will happen to
wages? prices? Will we be forced
to return to child labor? The
paradox surrounding this new
movement lies in the libertarian
concept of power; their motivation
stems from the belief that governmental power should be limited
almost to the point of non-existence. Yet they profess an economic system which would merely
succeed in taking the power from
governmental hands and placing
it in the trust of those who would
have the power of the dollar.
This is a problem of which the
libertarians make absolutely no
mention, Their movement is appealing to those people who already have the money and/or
the education required to survive
in this kind of medieval society.
No one will argue that governmental change must be based on
some humanitarian ethic. The
dollar has already achieved more
stature and power than it is worth.
To make it the formal base for
power would be to deny the personal freedoms which this movement so sincerely professes to
defend.
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At the Bantam

'J oe'
By JAMES DELLON

TWO FRAMES FROM "JOE"

Landsman, Lynn
perform Sunday
Violinist JeromeLanci€man and
pianist Robert Lynn, both 'members of the Allegheny College music department will present a Faculty Artist concert in Ford Memorial Chapel on Sunday, February 21, at 4:00. Landsman and
Lynn will preform J.S. Bach's Sonata No. 4 in C Minor for violin
and Cembalo, Aaron Copland's
Sonata for Violin and Piano, Sergei Prokofieff's Sonata for Solo
Violin, Opus 115, and Mozart's
Sonata No. 12 in E Flat.
The program opens with Bach's
Sonata No 4 in C Minor for Violin and Cembalo. Like most of
Bach's keyboard works, Sonata No.
4 was originally written for the
harpsichord, the 18th century equivalent of the piano.
Aaron Copland, considered by
many musicians as perhaps the
dean of living American composers, wrote his Sonata for Violin
and Piano in 1943 as a memoriam
to Lt. Harry Durham. It is the
dirge-like second movement of the
three movement piece that constitutes the memorial to his personal
friend who died in World War H.
Copland wrote the work, his only
violin sonata, while he was in Hollywood composing scores for movies.
Copland is known mainly for his
ballet music, notably ,"Appalachian
Spring /2 Fund other works performed
on Broadway over the past 35 years.
The same dance-like rythms that
appear in his ballet music are present in the Violin Sonata.
Sergei Prokofieff's Sonata for
Solo Violin, Opus 115, highlights
the concert. Prokofieff originally
intended for the piece, written in
1947, to be performed by a group
of twenty violinists, but he later
designated it as an unaccompanied
solo violin sonata.
The concert concludes with Mozart's Sonata No. 12 in E flat. The
piece actually resembles a concerto more than a sonata because
it allows both intruments a great
deal of virtuoso display, which is
usually not characteristic of a sonata.
The sonata is one of a set of
five that Mozart wrote when he
was 25. Until then the violin had

always been considered as a secondary instument to the piano,
and could even be deleted from a
performance if necessary. Mozart
made the violin and piano equal
partners in this work. Many musicians consider the second movement of the three movement work
to contain one of Mozart's most
beautiful melodies.
Dr. Landsman, professor of music at Allegheny, recievedtheB,M.
degree from the Eastman School of
Music and the M.M. and D.M.A.
degrees from the University of
Southern California. He has taught
at the Universities of Washington,
Hawaii, anCTexas, and at Southern
Methodist and IndiaTla (Pa.) Universities. He has also been a member
of several civic orchestras including those of Rochester, Hollywood
Bowl, Fort Worth, Grant Park, Altoona, and Dallas.
During his career, Landsman has
recieved a Danforth Foundation
grant, a George Eastman honorary
scholarship, the National Federation of Women's Music Clubs Award, and violin scholarships from
the Northwestern University and
Eastman Schools of Music. He studied under Jascha Heifetz, Jacques
Gordon, Joseph Fuchs, and Eudice
Shapiro. His teaching career at
Allegheny began in 1969, and he is
presently chairman of the music
department and director of the Allegheny College - Community Sinfonietta.
Mr. Lynn, associate professor of
music, has been at Allegheny since
1954. He recieved the A.B. degree
from Colorado College and the M.S.
degree from the Julliard School of
Music. He was awarded a Fulbright
Scholarship to the University of
Copenhagen in 1956-1957 and was
named as a Fellow of the American
Guild of Organists in 1964. He studied piano with Johana Harris and
Max Lanner. Mr. Lynn recently
returned to Meadville after a twoyear sabbatical leave spent at Indiana. University under a National
Defense Graduate Fellowship
where he worked to complete his
Ph. D. degree in musicology.
Admission to Sunday's concert is
free, and the public is condially
invited.

"Joe" is probably the most accurate portrait of
Middle America that anyone, in any medium, has
yet to produce. "Joe" is everything that Middle America represents and admires: the Silent Majority, Spiro Agnew, bigotry, guns, sex, drugs, and
Charles Manson. It is an honest film that doesn't
hide the reality behind a pretty image. Thus, it is
also a horribly frightening film, but one not to be
missed because "Joe" could well be American
reality -- soon.
Since most of you are probably familiar with the
plot, suffice it to say that it concerns two men, Bill
Compton (Dennis Patrick), a $60,000 a year advertising executive, and Joe Curran (Peter Boyle), who
is the archtypical hardhat. Joe learns that Compton
has killed the pusher boyfriend of his daughter and
befriends him out of genuine admiration. Despite
their social differences, their hatred of the drug
and counter-cultures bring them together in a
search for Compton's daughter. Their search leads
them into contact - with a group of "hippies" who
stand for what they hate. The ending is shattering.
What makes "Joe" so frightening is that it is
real. Peter Boyle as Joe puts in one of the most
magnificent performances that I have ever seen.
Dennis Patrick plays Compton with great believability as the father drawn into his own hatreds
and fears. The remainder of the cast manages to
achieve a reality that transcends the typical American soap opera version of life (despite the fact
that Patrick and others in the cast are veterans
of the daytime serials,) The people in "Joe" are
real people, living real lives. It is a terrifying
fact that one can meet a surrogate Joe in any bar
in Meadville.

One reason that "Joe" succeeds in reaching
this amazing degree of realism is that it avoids all
the pretentions andtrappings that mark the typical
Hollywood production. Shot in an almost documentary style on location in New York with an extremely low budget, "Joe" gets closer to the heart
of American life than any other contemporary production. The character's concerns are those of the
average Middle American.
The hatred of Joe for the "hippies" is actually
a jealous resentment on the part of Middle America for the free life the counter-culture lives.
While damning the kids for it, Joe and Compton
long for the free sex and drugs their values deny
them. They can't accept the conscious rejection
of these values and hate is the logical response.
A man like Joe, who fought in World War II, is
more than offended by a generation that won't
accept a different war for reasons that he can't
understand. When people don't fit into his tight
set of acceptable actions and values, his only
possible reaction is a gut emotional reaction hate, Joe can't understand a generation that dares
to try everything, regardless of what society demands. Anything that is different is a threat to
him.
It is unfortunately true that events similar to
those fictionalized in , 'Joe" have actually taken
place since the film was made. It is even more
disturbing that people will sympathize with Joe
and cheer him on, for there are many Joe's in
Middle America. One can only marvel at the perceptiveness of writer Norman Wexler and director John G. Avildsen who predicted the way things
appear to be going.
See "Joe" on the movie screen before you see
it on the 6:30 news, Middle America awaits you.

Poco: talented but underrated
By ANDREW CLAYMAN

Poco is probably the most underrated, overtalented band in
the music scene today. For some
reason, incomprehensible to me,
their albums aren't selling and
they are still relatively unheard
of. This may be because they
have only one single out of the
three albums that they have released. To give the reader some
idea of Poco's sound would be
like trying to describe the Beatles
to an aborigine. In other words,
it can be done, but it would
require much effort. The best way
to find out what Poco sounds like
is to listen to any of their albums. The first thing that might
enter into your mind would be
to call them country. But that
it and call it country rock. And
that still wouldn't do it. So there
you have it, Poco is undefinable.
On the first Poco album, Pickin' Up The Pieces, the music was
created by Jim Messina on lead
guitar, and Rusty Young on pedal
steel guitar, dobro and slide guitar. Messina and Furay, both
veterans of Buffalo Springfield,
held down on the lead vocals,
This album was entirely acoustic,
that is, there were no electric
instruments save for Rusty
Young's leslie attachment in the
pedal steel guitar. The leslie
is the device which gives the
pedal steel guitar the sound of
an organ.
The second album, Poco, had
an addition to the group with Tim
Schmit on bass and vocal—It
was on this album that the band
went electric. "Anyway Bye Bye"
on the first side is probably the
best song that the band has written. The vocals on this song are
strongly reminiscent of the Buffalo Springfield sound, and the
guitar work is precise and tasteful. On the other side of the album the band does a long jam

called El Tonto de Nadie Regresa. Forget any other long improvisational song. This song has
to be the most imaginative, and
non repetitious song that I have
ever heard. For a contrast of
a poor improvisational song
please refer to In A Gadda Da
Vida.
The third album, Deliverin',
is their live album. This album,

some reason I always feel happy
after listening to Deliverin',
If you've advanced to the point
where Grand Funk Railroad no
longer turns you on, and Led
Zeppelin is a bit boring, may-

recorded in Boston and New York
City, shows the vocal power and
tightness of Poco. It may well
replace Get Yer Ya Ya's Out
by the Rolling Stones as the best
live live album. The listener is
also reminded in this album that
Poco doesn't need to use any
gimmicks at all to achieve their
sound. They utilize session men
on only three songs between their
first two albums. Deliverin' contains two Springfield songs, Kind
Woman and A Child's Claim To
Fame. Also on the album are
several songs from the previous
albums plus a handful of new
songs. Deliverin" comes closest
to conveying the excitement that
Poco generates in concert. If
you've never heard Poco before,
this is the album to hear. For

be you ought to come over to
the Poco side. It's too light and
funky to pass by, and not only
that, their albums are cheaper
because they don't sell.

LETTER, from p. 3
However, as well as we do not
benefit from our parent's experience, nations commit the same
mistakes over and over again in
history. The US did not realize
early enough how similar to the
French their position was in South
Vietnam, in spite of the differences there were in the two
nations' motivations (these ideologies put forth by both countries' leaders). But will these
ideals make anybody's heart vibrate any more?
Daniele Touati
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A scene from John Watkins' production of "Marat/Sade," which opens Wednesday in the chapel.

AC/DC or Battery
Operation

By CHRISTY BUXTON

The thought provoking and once
highly controversial play, "Marat/Sade" will open at Ford Chapel on February 26 at 8:00 pm.
Peter Wiess's play, noted for
its performance by the Royal
Shakespeare Company in London
and New York, is very demanding
on both its cast and audience.
After opening in London it enjoyed lengthy runs and was invited to Paris for the Paris Festival in May 966. The British
Council, the body that supplies
public funds to support British
cultural activities abroad, refused to support performances
in Paris of RSC's production of
"Marat/Sade."
The Council's own drama advisors were not consulted and
subsequently charged the Council
with censorship.
In Paris prior to opening the
play was charged with indecency.
(Marat at one time stands naked
with his back to the audience.)
Some descendants of the Marquis
de Sade said that the association with insanity might damage
the family's good name. "Marat/
Sade" finally opened in Paris
on September 20 but later de
Sade's descendants finally succeeded in having their name eliminated from the play's title
and publicity. Beginning October
27 the play was billed as "Marat/
Monsieur de X."
Weiss originally gave his play
a rather lengthy title but when
arguments arose over the play
the title was shortened to "MaANNOUNCEMENTS
STUDENTS interested in study abroad this summer should see Penny
Alderson in Dr. Helmreich's office.
A listing of U.S. College Sponsored
Programs Abroad has just been received, and furthur information regarding foreign university sponsored
programs will be available by the end

of February.
HELP CENTER, 463 Park Ave., open Sun.-Thurs. 9pm-2am. Fri.-Sat.
9pm-4am. Phone: 724-4369. Information, referrals on request. A place
to talk and be heard.

WASHINGTON SEMESTER: Meeting
3pm, Wed., Feb. 24 in Arter 205 for

Sophomores interested. Semester is
during fall term, 71-72 at American U.

rat/Sade" to save breath. That
original title does serve as the
play's own best synopsis: "The
Persecution and Assassination of
Marat as Performed by the Inmates of the Asylum of Charenton Under the Direction of the
Marquis de Sade." “Marat/Sade"
has been labeled as shocking and
disturbing, the Theater of Cruelty. The New Yorker called it a
"dazzling theatrical experience," and went on to describe
it as an "overlong, abstract and
difficult debate on the subjects
of dictatorships, liberty, and the
Allegheny's director, John
SUMMER JOBS: The Alumni Association will include in a forthcoming
newsletter advertisements written by
students for summer jobs with the
hope that some Alumni may respond.
Students should turn in their ads of
25 words or less to the Placement
Office before Wednesday, the 24th
of February. State type of job you
want; location; minimum pay; and
starting and closing dates. Include
your class. How much will come of
this we don't know, but it is one

more avenue to be explored.

NEIL SHEEHAN, a reporter with the
Washington Bureau of the New York
Times, will speak Tuesday, Feb. 23,
at the David Mead Inn. Sheehan was
The Times' Vietnam correspondent
until recently. He will speak at the
Campus' dinner-lecture. The public
will be admitted at 8pm.

Watkins, thinks that it is "one
of the best plays of this century,"
He chose "Marat/Sade" because
tit embodies what theater can and
should be; it forces the audience to
think; it is not simply entertainm ent." He wants the audience to go
away "not liking ordisliking it but
with questions in their minds."
Watkins has his hands full
trying to make his play do that
besides managing and coaching
over 50 cast members, most of
them being dedicatee butinexperienceu. Erie leads are tay
(Marat), Thom Weaver (the herald), Randy Mell (de Sade), and
Judy Kiehl ( Cordy). Scott Choffel
is technical director and Barb
Wismar musical director.
Watkins chose the Chapel because of the large cast, its suggestion of an institution, and because he thinks it will help convey
the religious overtones of the
play. As in all Student Experimental Theater productions, it
is entirely student run. Watkins
added that the drama department
"has always been very cooperative." SET productions occasionally borrow lights and costumes from the playshop.
Currently strange and eerie
sounds can be heard emanating
from the Chapel late at night.
The cast is working hard to give
a presentation of the "Marat/
Sade." It was named "Best Play
of the Year" by the New York
Drama Critics Circle for the
'65-'66 season.
The play will run here February 26,27,and 28. Admission
will be 25 cents.
FORMAL PORTRAITS by Victor
O'Neill Studios will be done in first
week of March. For those whose informal portraits were done by O'Neill
for the Kaldron, there is no additional
sitting fee. If interested, notify Kaldron by Mon. Feb 22 via college mail.
COUNSELING: Sophomore and junior women interested in
becoming student counselors may secure applications in Dean Knights' office beginning Feb. 22. Due between
Mar. 8 and Mar. 11. None accepted after Mar. 11. After screening, candidates will be notified third term about
interviews. It is strongly recommended that women interested not consider
any major campus office. Women planning to spend their junior year abroad
who wish to be counselors their senior
years should apply now for interviewing this spring.

STUDENT

Corsages

Push-Button Controls
Notes in Sound

Watkins' 'Marat/Sade'
to open Wednesday

Loeffler' s
Flower
Shop
Centerpieces

207 CHESTNUT

207 CHESTNUT

BASKIN -ROBINS

PARTY
ICE
CREAM
969 SOUTH MAIN

L & M FOOD MART
WHOLESALE GROCERY AND MEATS

974 Water St.
Something way out
for students:
Go to Mr. Carl's groovy
new shop for the forward
look in long hair styles.
For a haircut, call for an appointment or stop in.

Mr. Carl s Hair
Styles for Men
new location 215 Market Square behind the Market house
336-3004
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Defeat by CMU drops Allegheny below .500
By JACK McCAIN

With a 77-69 loss to CarnegieMellon University Wednesday
night, Allegheny's record dropped
below the .500 mark for the first
time this season. Led by sophomore guard Eugene Turner's 32
game-high points, the CMU Tartans handed the Gators their
seventh loss against six victories.
The defeat was Allegheny's fourth
in its past five games. CMU now
owns six wins and ten losses.
After leading by as many as ten
points in the opening minutes of the
first half, Allegheny faltered and
had to scramble to gain a 34-34
halftime tie- Midway through the
second period, the Gators found
themselves trailing by ten, but
climbed back to a 60-60 tie with
8:06 to play as Derek Doeffinger
hit both halves of a double technical
assessed against CMU's Jeffrey
Hollis for throwing a punch at
Doug Trenkle.
Gators lead again

With 7:01 remaining Tom Miller
hit from the top of the lane to give
Allegheny a 62-60 lead for the
first time since halfway through
the opening period. Turner sank
one from the left corner to knot the
score at 62, and Ed Aul's free

throw at 5:43 put CMU back ontop.
The Gators regained the lead as
Trenkle hit from the left corner.
Gerry Stupiansky put Allegheny up
by two, 65-63, at the 4:15 mark by
sinking his first free throw in a
one-and-one situation. Kevin Cotter pulled down the rebound on the
missed second shot. CMU cleared
the right side and Turner tied the
score once more at 65 all by putting on a good move to get around
the Gator defender between him and
the basket.
After the Tartans went out in
front again, 67-65, at 3:18, as Ian
Von Lindern hit both halves of a
one-and-one, Trenkle tied it at 67
with a follow up of his own missed
shot. Aul got the lead for the Tartans with an 8' shot from the left,
but Trenkle got a tap in of a
Stupiansky jumper to tie the score
yet again, but for the last time,
at 69 all.
Trenkle floored

Trenkle was knocked to the floor
on his scoring effort, and the Gator
defense lapsed and failed to pick up
his man, Cotter, who put CMU
ahead for good, 71-69, with 2:07
to play. Turner earned a four
point lead for his team at 0:53 with
a tap in as he battled Doeffinger for
the ball.
Sophomore center Frank Sacco
accounted for CMIJ's final four

in practice Tuesday night. Gator
Coach Norm Sundstrom started
Gerry Stupiansky in place of the
injured sophomore. Sundstrom
expects Rosenthal to be ready for
action against Case on Saturday.
Turner's 32 points topped all
scorers. Turner sank 15 of his
27 field goal attempts for an excellent 58% mark from the floor.
Turner was 2 for 2 at the foul line.
Turner's teammate in the backWON court, Jeffrey Hollis, chipped in 14
points, 10 in the first half, before
he was ejected from the game,
while Aul had 17.
Forwards score

Doug Trenkle pulled down 17 rebounds, his best effort on the
boards this year.

points with a rebound of Cotter's
missed foul shot and an easy 6'
jumper with nine seconds left.

Rosenthal injured
Allegheny guard Chuck Rosenthal
did not make the trip to Pittsburgh
because of an eye injury suffered

Gator forwards accounted for 44
of Allegheny's 69 points. Derek
Doeffinger headed Gator scoring
with 24 points and Trenkle contributed 20. Trenkle and Doeffinger
also gathered in 27 of Allegheny's
46 rebounds, with Trenkle taking
in 17, including 10 off the defensive
boards, and Doeffinger pulling down
ten.
Allegheny
outrebounded the
smaller Tartans by ten, 46-36.

Poor foul shooting
The Gators shot 62% from the
foul line, converting 15 of 24 attempts. CMU made only 12 of 20
free throws for a low 60% conversion percentage.

The Gators will attempt to pull
their season record back to the
.500 mark Saturday when Case
comes to the David Mead Fieldhouse at 8:00 pm for a PAC encounter, Allegheny earlier edged
Case 75-73 in Cleveland.
Coach Chuck Swick's JV unit
goes after its sixth straight win
against the Case junior varsity
in the 6:00 preliminary contest,
CARNEGIE MELLON
FG

FT

Reb

Pt s.

Turner

15-27 2-2

7

32

Hollis

5-13

4-6

4

14

Aul

7-14

3-4

3

17

Cotter

3-8

0-1

9

6

Sacco

2-5

2-3

10

6

Ryan

0-0

0-0

2

0

Von Lindern 0-0

2-4

1

2

36

77

TOTALS

32-67

12-20

ALLEGHENY
FG'

FT

Reb.

Pts.

Trenkle

7-17

6-9

17

20

Doeffinger

9-20

6-6

10

24

Knap

3-7

2-4

6

8

T. Miller

5-11 -

0-0

1

10

Bell

1-2

0-0

2

2

Henyey

2-2

0-0

3

4

Stupiansky

0-7

1-5

4

1

27-67

15-24

46

69

TOTALS

Phi Delts whip Phi Gams;
Ravine surprises Crows
By BILL KRZTON

Upsets and narrow victories
continued to be the pattern of
IFC league play. In games this
week, Ravine dumped the Phi
Psis 55-37 in a game in which
Jim Gallo and Tom Roat combined for 35 points to counteract
a 19 point showing by Don Schowalter for the losers.
The Delts beat the Sigs 54-42
in a game that was never really
close. Ron Smith had 24 for the
winners. The streaking Delts then
went on to defeat the Phi Psis
56-44 to even their record at 3-3.
Ron Smith was again high with
24, and Ken Unice added 18.
In another game, the Phi Delts
scored early and often to defeat
Theta Chi 59-23 and remain undefeated.
The two really important games
saw the Crows defeated by a rugged Ravine team, 51-48, and a
Phi Delt victory in the annual
Phi Delt - Phi Gam get-to-gether,
In the Ravine game, Jim Gallo
broke a 20-20 halftime tie to lead
the underdogs to victory over a
taller Crow team. Poor foul
shooting marred an otherwise
well-played game as the Crows
converted only 6 of 14 and Ravine
8 of 17. The Crows played most
of the game without the services
of Bill Davis, who, along with
another starter, Johnson, did not
score. Gallo led the winners with
22, and Bill Bowden had 14 for
the losers.
In by far the most excitment-

A Phi Delt goes over Fiji Ron Levea for

a score.

packed game of the year, a strong
Phi Delt team did not wither under
a late Gam surge and held on for
a well deserved 51-48 victory.
Both teams played well, and
neither could build up a substantial lead, The scoring of Gary
Proden led the Phi Gams to a
slim 24-23 lead at halftime. In
the second half, the Phi Delts
pulled out to a short-lived 41-33

lead, but Fiji roared back on
long range bombs by Dan Keil.
With the score 43-41 and five
minutes left, it looked like the
Gams might pull the game out,
but buckets by Swanson and Elliot
and clutch foul shooting won the
game for the Phi Delts, The undefeated victors were ledby Brad
Elliot with 20, while Dan Keil
had 19 for the losers.

Won

Lost

Caflisch

5

0

1.000

Phi Delts

4

0

1.000

Ravine

4

2

.667

Fijis

4

2

.667

Crows

3

3

.500

Delts

3

3

.500

Phi Psi

2

5

.285

Sigs

0

5

.000

Phi Delt Chick Knight goes up for two points from the right cor-

Theta Chi

0

5

.000

ner

Pct.

against the Fijis.
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CSU crushes Gators
By KEVIN HART

Cleveland State University sank
the Allegheny swim team 85-27
last Wednesday in Cleveland.
After the meet swim coach David
Allen simply admitted, "They annihilated us. We just swam through
the meet. They were just great."
Cleveland State led off the meet
by winning the medley relay event
in a time of 4:10.2. Swimming in
the event for CSU were Antz,
Pence, Thomas, and Russu.
In the 1000 yard free style Allegheny watched as Butler of Cleveland broke the old pool record with
a time of 11:12.3. The previous
record had been 11:15,3, Rick Terry
and Doug Tallamy took second and
third, respectively, for Allegheny.
Mechlin took first in the 200 yard
freestyle event for Cleveland with
a 2:00,2, and Starrett gave Cleveland second place. Andy Wallace
grabbed third for the Gators.
State also won both the 50 yard
free and the individual medley to
lead going into the diving competition. Merritt took second in the
50 free for Allegheny.
CSU's Jones and Martin swept the
one meter diving event for State,
with Tulle Frazer placing third for
the Gators.
The second half of the meet went
no better than the first for the
Gator tankmen. Cleveland placed
first in the butterfly, 100 free,
backstroke, and took the 400 yard
freestyle relay to cap the meet.
Allegheny's only bright point
came in the 500 free event where
Rick Terry captured first with a
5:40,0, and Doug Tallamy placed
second in 5:57.7.
The Gators saw another record
broken in the meet's second half,
as Pence of CSU broke the pool
record in the breaststroke with a

time of 2:21,4. The old record had
been 2:21.9.
Even more disheartening for the
Gator swimmers than the loss was
the fact that most of their times
were up from previous meets. With
the PAC championships only two
weeks away times will have to start
improving again if the team is
going to make any kind of a showingo

Coach Allen commented, "It
could be tense. Our guys are so
tired right now they couldn't get
out of their own way. We are just
going to get ready for Saturday
(against Case at Meadville) and
start working towards the PAC's."
The Presidents Athletic Conference Swimming Championships are
going to be held March 6 at Allegheny's Mellon Pool.

Corduroy Levis
Bell Bottoms
FELLOWS & GIRLS
247 CHESTNUT

PENN AIRE

AUTO SERVICE CENTER

Thott.tism
TIRES & TUBES
• PASSENGER &
TRUCK TIRES

State Inspection

I Recapping
I Wheel Aligning
4 Road Service
I Under Car
Service
4 Philco
Appliances
Speed Queen
Washers & Dryers

336-4491
1146 PARK AV. MEADVILLE, PA.

41/4/11-CHAEL TROMBLEY

Rick Terry picked up Allegheny's only first in the 85-27 thrashing
administered by Cleveland State University.

•

Doeffinger paces Gators,
leads scoring, rebounding
Carnegie-Mellon thwarted Allegheny's bid for its first win outside
of the Presidents Athletic Conference by defeating the Gators
77-69 in Skibo Gym on Wednesday
night. The Gators get their last
chance at defeating a non-conference foe when Alfred comes to
Meadville on Tuesday. The Gator
mark stands at 6 wins and two
losses within the conference and
a 0-5 record outside the PAC
for a 6-7 overall,
A victory over Case tomorrow
night will bring the Gators wonlost percertage back to the ,500
mark and will move the Gators
one game closer to clinching the
PAC crown. Victories in three

OF MEADVILL

Meadville
Laundry &
Dry Cleaners
YOUR SHIRT LAUNDRY

of their last four conference games
Four of the five Gator starters
will assure the Gators of their average in double figures. Chuck
first PAC championship since the Rosenthal, who saw no action afounding of the conference,
gainst CMU due to an eye injury,
Derek Doeffinger came through continues to hold down the second
with 24 points against CMU to lift leading scorer spot with a 15.6
his season average to 16.7 points per game average. Tom Miller
per game. Doeffinger's 52% mark has scored 154 points for an 11.7
from the floor, 85 of 164 attempts, average. Forward Doug Trenkle
is high for the club. His ten re- averages 11.1 points per game.
bounds against the Tartans enabled
Although the Gators outrebounhim to maintain the lead in that ded the smaller Tartans by ten,
department, also. Doeffinger has 46 to 36, the cumulative statistics
pulled down 124 rebounds in 13 still show the opponents as holding
games for an average of almost the overall rebounding edge over
10 per game. Doeffinger shot a the Gators. The opposition has also
perfect six for six from the foul shot better from the foul line,
line to raise his free throw per- making 69% of its free throw atcentage to 77%, the best mark tempts to 66% by th Gators.
on the team. Doeffinger has made
In the course of recording a 6-7
47 of 61 attempts.
record Allegheny has scored 71.5
Trenkle pulled down 17 rebounds points a game to 75.0 by the oppoagainst the Tartans to continue as nents. Both Allegheny and its foes
the team's second leading reboun- have shot an identical 40.5% from
dpr with 117,
the floor.

AND DRY CLEANERS.
WE CAN BILL YOUR
PARENTS MONTHLY.

299 North St.

O

DEANS

Jewelers
SEE
OUR COMPLETE
LINE OF
SORORITY
JEWELRY

252 Chestnut

DEER HEAD INN
SPAGHETTI, LASAGNA, STEAKS,
RAVIOLI, and PIZZA
served daily 4 to 8:30 p.m.
Dinners, Pizza & Sauce to go!

412 North St.

337-5191

Cumulative statistics
Thirteen Games
Field Goals
Free Throws
Att. M.
Pct. Att. M.
Pct.

MICHAEL TROMBLEY

Derek Doeffinger leads the Ga-

Pts.

Avg. Reb.

Doeffinger

164 85

52% 61

47

77% 218

Rosenthal

195 80

41% 37

27

73% 189 15.6 48

16.7 124

T. Miller

154

56

36% 56

41

73% 153

45

71% 144

11.1 117

11.7 45

Trenkle

122

50

41% 64

Knap

76

32

42% 46

29

63% 93

8.5

104

Henyey

30

13

43% 21

14

67% 40

3.1

26

Bell

38

16

42% 3

0

0%

30

2.8

26

Stupiansky

52

13

25% 19

6

32% 33

2.5

20

B. Miller

3

1

33% 1

0

0%

0.7

5

Shamberger

16

6

40% 4

1

25% 13

2.6

10

Haver

8

1

12% 0

0

2

0.7

1

Donley

2

1

50% 2

1

50% 3

0.7

2

2

tors in scoring, rebounding, free

Deskins

2

0

0%

0

0

throw percentage, and also field

Jacobson

p

o

0

0

0

goal percentage.

TOTALS

878 356 40.5 322 213 66% 927 71.5 553

Opponents

891 363 40.5 371 257 69% 976 75.0 565

0

0

0.0 - 0

0

0.0

0

It's the real thing!
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Have a date? Need a ride?
FOR DINNER

THE COTTAGE
We offer free transportation
BOTH WAYS

NO KIDDIN!

Call the Cottage

337-6104

Perfect for fun and relaxation
open bowling afternoons,
evenings after 9:00,
and weekends

CPA4Delt B Ota

GREEDY
AD SALESMEN-10% of all you sell

New ASG officers
expect help from students
By LOREN LAMY
"I hope students meant what they
said when they elected us, and if
they said they'd give us help they
will," said Frank Tadley, successful Presidential candidate in Thursday's ASG election.
"I'm interested in people," he
said, "and I feel that here at
Allegheny their potential is not
being developed to the fullest."
Born in Valley Forge, Pennsylvania, Tadley attended Ursinus
College before coming to Allegheny
in the fall of 1969. In the interim,
he was selected for the Peace
Corps but was drafted before he
got the chance to actively participate in the program. In the Army
he was stationed in various places
in the United States and spent a
year in Vietnam as a medic. Before returning to college, Tadley
worked in the Norristown (Pennsylvania) State Mental Hospital, in an
attempt to "gain an insight into
the finer aspects of psychology".
Tadley, a psychology major, was
impressed with Allegheny's response to his letters inquiring
about transfer procedures. He
found the Admissions Office to be
"friendly and helpful." From all
indications, he thought Allegheny
would be "liberal enough to have

programs that would facilitate my
academic aims." However, he discovered that the school "is not
exactly as it's portrayed." He
would like to see the college "get
closer to the heart of the points
that are mentioned in the catalogue."
Tadley is glad to see the increasing number of transfer students, as he believes they generally offer a wider range of viewpoint on campus. He served as
Chairman of the Transfer Orientation Committee this past fall.
In addition, Tadley is presently
a member-at-large of the College
Union Cabinet, a member of the
ad hoc committee on academic
freedom (which is investigating)
the firing andhiring of professors),
and he has been an off-campus
ASG representative for the past
two terms,.
Tadley's running mate, Joseph
McKnight, is best known on the
Allegheny campus for his extensive
work with the Association of Black
Collegians,. McKnight has also
worked with the Meadville School
Board, Meadville Branch of the
National Association for the Advancement of Colored People, and
is on the Board of Directors of
the Crawford County Community

KELSEY, from p. 1

"GO WHERE FRIENDS GATHER"
guish the situation of the deprived black man from that of
Eastern European immigrants to
America, who "worked their way
up" to social equality,
"The comparison is a cruel
hoax in effect if not in intent,"
he said, "The black man's status
was never analogous with the
European immigrants. Rather, it
was analogous with the position
of the victims of colonialism -only it was internal."
Kelsey closed his discussion of
"The Peculiar Status of the Black
Minority in America" by insisting
that a radical change in the moral
character of whites, rather than
economic advancement by blacks,
is required for the eradication
of racism,

THEODORE'S
Restaurant & Torero
284 North St.

336-9869

Serving lunches and suppdrs 10 am — 10 pm
serving sandwiches to 1 am

Campus

Sign up in the Campus office,

second floor of Cochran Hall

action Association,. He has served
on the C.U. Cabinet and ASGcs
ad hoc committee for black students, was the co-administratir of
last summer's Peer program, and,
this past year, was an advisor
to the ASG President.
McKnight, a resident of Meadville, was first attracted to Allegheny during junior high school.
"The fact the Allegheny is a small
college enables me to interact
with people in a more personal
level. Here, the reflection of myself and my abilities where other
people are concerned is better
shown," he said:.
McKnight believes the ASG is
a "central organization for students" and he wants to see it initiate more personal interaction
among its students. "With this personal interaction," he said,"we can
better deal with proposals that are
necessary for the college as a
whole. And through this interaction, the President and Vice President of ASG cam make themsleves
better able to deal bith the difficulties that come up in Council."
"If all the students in Council
and in the college, as well as the
faculty and administration, feel
they have an effective say in decisions, people can cope with difficulties,"McKnight said.
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